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Meet Tricentis

Accelerating mission delivery and digital transformation. 

Tricentis is the market leader in ensuring rapid deployment times and a smooth, repeatable testing cycle. Our 

flagship no-code test automation platform upskills manual testers in as little as 40-hours of training and creates test 

cases that are widely interchangeable with our other products. Our comprehensive low-code software testing suite 

is leveraged by a variety of DoD, civilian, and state and local agencies and can be procured via GSA, SEWP, OTA, and 

SAP BPA. Some results our clients see include: . 

• Software delivery accelerated by as much as 10x.    

• Reduction of manual testing by as much as 80%.  

• Improvement in software quality and risk coverage by as much as 90%.

Serious speed. Real results.

Accelerate release cycles 

Leveraging artificial intelligence 

and the efficiencies of the cloud, 

you can accelerate software 

delivery by reducing test cycle 

times 10X.

Automate and reduce costs 

Eliminate error-prone manual 

testing and achieve automation 

rates >90% to reduce costs 40%. 

Free up resources for new, revenue-

generating, digital IT initiatives.

Improve software quality 

Boost release confidence and 

obtain business risk coverage 

>90%. The quality of your

software goes up. The stress 

of your day goes down.

The Tricentis platform provides practical solutions for testing everything.   

Tricentis’ suite provides relief to the months of delays caused by software testing across all levels of 
government. Whether used as a super-charger for your existing contractors, or to upskill government staff, 
our solutions tie seamlessly into your CI/CD pipeline to enable true continuous testing in DevSecOps. Our 
solutions work on over 160 technologies from ancient COBOL mainframes to the most modern web UIs 

end-to-end – without developer intervention.
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The Tricentis platform includes these capabilities: 

Scalable / robust / powerful test automation  
Create test automation without writing code across your entire software stack. 

Performance and load testing 
Ensure smooth scalability of your systems, accommodating user growth from 100 to 1,000,000, while simplifying 

and expanding performance testing for APIs, microservices, and end-to-end application testing. Take advantage of 

innovative protocol and browser-based capabilities to improve scalability and efficiency. 

Unified test management  
Efficiently manage and reuse manual tests and achieve scalable test management, operations, and analytics 

to centralize testing, orchestrate quality at high speed, and ensure visibility throughout the software 

development lifecycle.  

Enterprise software change intelligence for SAP 
Know exactly what to test and which test cases to use in your SAP environments, reducing risks from SAP projects. 

Native support for 160+ applications  
including SAP, Oracle, Salesforce, and ServiceNow.

Data integrity  
Catch more data errors upfront and improve data quality at scale, all at the speed constituent’s demand.

We’re a leader.  

Tricentis is positioned in the Leaders category by 

IDC, Forrester, and Gartner. Over 2,700 customers 

across the globe have partnered with us to 

transform their test automation. Our customers 

trust Tricentis to enable the quality release of 

mission-critical applications, processes, and data, 

accelerated through testing that is completed in 

hours instead of weeks. 

Want to learn more? Contact us today. 
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